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A Note on Instrumental
Variables and Maximum

Likelihood Estimation
Procedures

Alberto HOLLY, Jan R. MAGNUS "

ABSTRACT. - This paper presents two alternative formulations of the instrumen-
tal variables (IV) procedure. One of the formulations, termed the "completed model",
serves to show, in a general way, that the IV estimator of a vector of regression
naramatar is asymototically as efficient as the maximum likelihood estimator, under
the hypothesis of normality. The expressions for the intormation matrix and its
inverse are obtained. The calculation of this inverse requires some new results of
matrix algebra that are demonstrated in an appendix.

Note sur les procédures d'estimation par varia-
bles instrumentales et par le maximum de vrai-
semblance

RESUMÉ. - Cet article présente deux formulations alternatives de la procédure
d'estímation par variables instrumentales. L'une des formulations, appelée ici
a modèle complété a permet de montrer que, de fa~on générale, I'estimateur de
variables instrumentales traditionnel est asymptotiquement aussi efficace que I'esti-
mateur du maximum de vraisembtance sous I'hypothèse de normalité. L'expression
de la matrice d'information et celle de son inverse sont obtenues. Le calcul de cet[e
inverse nécessite I'emploi de résultats matriciels nouveaux qui sont démontrés en
annexe de cet article.

' A. Ho~tr : Département d'Econométria et d'Economie Politique, Université de Lau-
sanne, Ecole des HEC, 1015-Lausanne, Switzerland; J. R. MncNUS : Department of
Economics, The London School of Economics and Political Science, Houghton Street,
London WC2A 2AE, United Kingdom. We would like to thank Alain TaocNON for
clarifying our confusion concerning Proposition 2 in an earlier version of this paper. We
would also like to thank Alain MoNFOar and two anonymous referees for their construc-
tive comments.



1 Introduction

The instrumental variables (IV) procedure is traditionnally formulated by
assuming the existence of instruments which are asymptotically uncorrelated
with the disturbance term and correlated with the explanatory variables. In
this paper, we present an alternative formulation in terms of a"completed
model". The equivalence of these two formulations does not seem to be
known in the econometric litera[ure.

By using the "completed model" framework, this paper also shows that
the IV estimator of a vector of regression parameters is asymptotically as
efficient as the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. This result is well
known in the context of simultaneous equations, but we show that it holds
in a rather more general setting.

The two alternative formulations are presented in sections 2 and 3, and
the result about asymptotic e[ficiency of IV is explained in section 4. Four
appendices, of independent interest, accompany the paper. In Appendix 1
some new results on the duplication matrix are presented; in Appendix 2
we derive the asymptotic information matrix; in Appendix 3 we prove
Proposition 3; and in Appendix 4 we apply the results of Appendices 1-3
and obtain the complete inverse of the asymptotic informa[ion matrix.

2 Two Alternative Formulations of
IV: the Geometric Approach

In the standard formulation of IV, the regularity conditions are written in
terms of probability limits. In this section we shal! adopt an alternative
formulation due to MoNFORT [1978] based on geometric properties of the
Hilbert space ~2 of square integrable variables defined in some probability
space (S2, .sA, P). The basic reason for this choice is that it will enable us
to show an equivalence between two alternative formulations of IV which
does not depend on the observations but rather on model formulation. In
the following section we shall indicate the main difference between the
geometric and the probability limit approaches with regard to these two
alternative formulations of IV.

Let y be an observable random variable belonging to .~PZ, z an n x 1
observable random vector whose components belong to ~Z, x an observable
K x 1 random vector whose components, called instrumental variables, also
belong to .PZ.
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The random variable y and the random vectors z and x are supposed to
be linked by the equations '

(1) y-z'Sofu

(2) E(xu)-0

where So is an unknown n x 1 vector and u is defined by (I).
Since some components of x and z may be the same, we shall write z

and x as

z-(Yí~ xí)~
x-(xí, xZ)'

where y, is an N x 1 vector, xl is a K1 x 1 vector (so that n-Ni-K,), and
xZ is a KZ x 1 vector with K-Kt f KZ. We also write

So-(aó. Qó)~

whcre ao is an N x 1 vector and po is a Kt x 1 vector.

It should be noted at this stage that, according to Theorem 2 in
MONFORT ~ 1 JÍH), equation (1) is identifiable if and only if rank
E(xz') - N-~ K t. For this reason, we shall adopt the following set-up for
the first formulation of IV:

(IV 1)

I Y-YíaotxíRo-}u
x-(xí, x2)'.

E (xu) - 0
rank E[x(yí, xí)]-NfK,

Now, by analogy with the formulation of simultaneous equations models,
it is natural to consider a"completed model" where one adds to equation (1)
a multivariate regression type equation for yl. More specifically, if we
adopt the following set-up for the second formulation of IV,

Y-Yíaofxí aofu

y,-l7íoxt~-nZOxZfv

x-(xí, x2)'
( I V 2)

E(xu) - 0
E(xv')-0

rank (IIZO) -N,

then the following result emerges.

PROPOStnoN 1: Assuming that E(xx') is nonsingular, (IV1) and (IV2)
are equivalent.

1. We adopt a notation analogous to the one commonly used in the context of simultaneous
equations models.
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Proof.- Let

(3)

and note that

1Tlo IK1m- Tlzo 0

rank ( IIó) -rank (IIzo) f K1.

Now assume (IV 2). Then

x(Yí, xl)-xx'nof(xo', o),

so that

and hence

Ex(y„ x~)-(Exx')IIá,

rank[Ex(yí, xí)]-rank(IIó)-NfK1.

Next assumc (IV 1). We can always project yl orthogonaly on .,!!(z), the
closed subspace of ~z spanned by the components of x. Let
Tiiox,fllZOxz be this projection. Defining v as y,-Ttíox,-TlZOxz we
have, by construction, E(xu')-0. In addition,

rank[Ez(yí, xí)]-rank[(Exz')IIó]-rank(TIó)-NfK1

and hence
rank (Rzo) -N. O

3 The Probability Limit Approach

Suppose now that we have T observations on y, yl, xl, xz which we
write as Yt~ Y,1, x, 1, x, z(r- 1, .. , T).

Define

u- (ll„ . . , Ut, . . , UT)'

y- V" 1, . . , yn . . . , yT)'

Y-(yl l, .. , yt 1, ..., yT 1)'

X1 -(xl 1,~. . , Xt 1, .. , xT 1)~

V-( U 1 1, '' , Ut L'' , vT 1) ~

X-(X1, X2)
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Z-(Y, X~)

no-(nío, nío)'.

The T obscrvations on the "completed model" may be written compactly
as

y-ZSotu

Y-X IIofV.

Let us now show the difference between the geometric approach to IV
and the standard set-up ( using probability limits).

The standard IV framework is

y-YaofX1 Qofu
Z-(Y, X,)

X-(Xi, Xz)
plim (X~ u~T) - ~x~ - ~

I plim (X' Z~T) -.,!!xZ is a K x(N ~-K1) matrix of rank N f K1.

Now, consider, similarly to (IV 2), the following formulation:

(IV 2)'

y-Yuo~-Xr~olu
Y-x,II,o-}.xZnZOfv

x-(x„ xZ)
plim (X' u~T) -.,flx„ - ~
plim (X' V~T) -.,ffxv - 0

rank (II20) -N.

Then wc can prove thc following result as the countcrpart to Proposition t.

PROPOSITION 2: Assuming that plim ( X' X~T) -.-!!xx is nonsingular, (IV 1)'
and (IV 2)' are equivalent.

Proof.~ Define Tlá as in (3). Using a similar argument as in the proof of
Proposition l, it is easy to show that ( IV 2)' implies ( IV 1)'.

Now assume ( IV l)'. Partition ,,lfxZ as ~lfxz-(~fxr, ~xx,) and dcfine
fIo and V as

Tlo-.lfXX..ffxy and V-Y-Xlio.

It is easy to see that

This implics that

plim (X' V~T) -0.

plim (X' Z~T) -.,lfxx nó-
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It follows that

rank(IIó)-rank plim(X'Z~-NfK„

and hence

rank (II20) -N. ~

4 Asymptotic Efficiency of IV

The previous two sections dealt exclusively with model formulation and
not with estimation. Let us now consider the estimation problem and, in
particular, let us compare the asymptotic efficiency of the IV estimator of
So in model (IV 1) or (IV 1)' with the asymptotic efficiency of the ML
estimator of So in the "completed model" (IV 2) or (IV 2)'.

To estimate the parameters of (IV 2) we shall assume that the random
vectors (u„ v„ x;)' (t- 1, ..., T) are independent and identically distributed
as a normal distribution. Moreover, the conditions E(x,u,)-0 and
E(x,v,)-0 imply that x, is stochastically independent from ( u„ v,). It is
easy to verify, under these conditions, that the ML estimators of the
paramcters of the "completed model" are also the ML estimators of the
likelihood function of (y, Y) conditional on X. In other words, the exo-
geneity property of { xr, ..., x„ ..., xT } implied by the above conditions
permit X to be treated as fixed for purposes of inference about the para-
meters of the "completed model". This explains why the result stated
below holds for (IV 2) as well as for (IV 2)' where the x,'s may not be
random.

It is useful to note that under the normality assumption a weak law of
large numbers applies and that we can identify E(xu), E(xz') and E(xx')
with .,KX~, .,lfxZ and ..AIXX respectively. We have the following general
result.

PROPOSITION 3: Consider (IV 2) and assume that E(xx') is nonsingular
[or consider ( IV 2)' and assume that ..!!Xx is nonsingular]. Assume further
that the T rows of (u, V) are independent and identically distributed
as .N'(0, `I'o) where `Yo is a positive definite (K1 f 1) x(K1 -}- 1) matr{x
partitioned as ~

z
~a-(6o eo ).ea no
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Let SMt.E denote the ML estimator of Sa. Then Z

.5~1~(T1j2(SMLE-SO)J-~(~i aOGp t)

with
Go - Plim (T-' Z' X(X' X) - t X' Z) - ~uzx ~xz ~xz.
Proof.~ See Appendix 3. p

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3 we have

I PROPOSITION 4: Let Stv be the IV estimator of So. Under the assumptions
of Proposition 3, Stv is asymptotically efficient.
Proof.- This result follows from the fact that aó Gó t is also the covariance

matrix of the asymptotic distribution of Tt~~(Stv-So). O

The reader familiar with the econometric literature on simultaneous equa-
tion models will recognise that the "completed model" (IV2)' is often
referred to as the "incomplete system" (see, for example, GODFREY and
WtcKENS (1982]). It is well known that the ML estimator of So in the
"incomplete system" and the Limited Information Maximum Likelihood
Estimator (LIML) are identical. The results stated in Proposition 3 and 4
are not new in the context of simultaneous equation models. They show,
however, that they are valid for the general IV procedure traditionally
formulated as (IV 1) or (IV 1)'.

The reader will note that in order to obtain the expression for Go we
need the entire information matrix of the "completed model". This matrix
is derived in Appendix 2 3. The information matrix then needs to be
inverted and this requires new properties of the duplication matrix which
are given in Appendiz 1. Only part of the inverted matrix is needed in
the proof of Proposition 3(see Appendix 3); the complete inverse, which
gives the asymptotic variance and covariance matrices of all parameters in
the "completed model", is derived in Appendix 4 and will pcove useful in
other contexts as well.

2. The abreviation .vl~is used to mean the asymptotic distribution of a random vector.
3. This matrix corresponds, with d'Jferent notation (and a correction of sign), to the informa-

tion matriz derived by Snttrn [t983], [1985] in tha context of LIML interpreted as FIML
on the a incomplete system ~.
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APPENDIX 1

Some New Properties of the Duplication Matrix

For any square matrix A, we denote by v(A) the vector that is obtained
from vec A by climinating all supradiagonal elements of A. For example,
if A is a 3 x 3 matrix,

vec A-(a~l az~ a3i alz a2z a32 a13 a23 a33)~

and
D(A)-(alt a21 aJl a22 a32 a33)~.

Thus, if A is an n x n matrix, then v(A) is a~ n(n f 1) x 1 vectoc The

unique nz x~ n(n -F- 1) matrix which transforms, for any symmetric n x n

matrix A, v(A) into vec A is called the duplication matrix and is denoted
D~. Thus,

(4) D~v(A)-vec A (A-A').

The duplication matrix was studied inter a[ia by MAGNUS and

NEUDECKER [19óO]. A brief review is given in MAGNUS and
NEUDECKER [1986] and a complete treatment in Magnus [1988]. We recall
the following properties for an arbitrary n x n matrix A(not necessarily
symmetric) and an n x ] vector b:

( 5) D„ - (D~ D,J -' D~

(6) D~vec A-v(Ai-A'-dgA)

(7) D„D~ (bpA)-2(b~AtA~b)

(8) D„D~ (AQA)D„ -(A~A)D„

where dg A denotes the diagonal matrix containing the diagonal elements
of A. Also, if A is nonsingular,

(9) (D~(A -'~A-`) D~)-' -D„ (A~A) D„~.

Properties (5)-(9) can be found in MACNUS [1988] as Theorem 4. 1(ii),
Theorem 4. 7(iv), Exercice 4. 5[use Theorem 3. 11 (v) and 4.2 ( iii)] and
Theorem 4. 11 (ii).

We shall now present two new lemmas and one corollary which describe
the relationship between D„tl and D,,; these results are applied in
Appendix 4.
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LEMMA 5: Let

A,- Ca A~, B1-~6 B~,

whcre A and B are symmetric n x n matrices, a and b are n x 1 vectors
and a and R are scalars. Then

(10) D~t,(A~OB~)D~t~
a(3 ab'fpá (a'~b')D„

- ab-~(3a aBf(3A~-ab'fba' (a'~B-f6'~A)D„
D~(a~b) D~,(a~Bf6t8A) D~(A~B)D„

and
(11) D~ i(A~~B~)D;.i

aa 2(ab'fRa') (a~~b-)p~ - .

~(abfjia) 4(aB-1-pAfab'i-ba') 2(a't~Bfb'~A)D„'

D„ (aQb) ~ D~ (a~B~-bt~A) D~ (A~B) D~ ~

Proof.~ Let X 1 bc an arbitrary symmetric (nf 1) x(n -}- 1) matrix partitioned
con(ormably with A1 and B1 as

X,- Cz X~.
Then,

(12) trA1X1B,X,-(vecXl)'(A~t~BI)(vecXl)

-(v(Xi))~ D~. i(Ai~Bi) D.t i v~i)
and also

(13) trA,X1B1X1-aR~Zf2~(ab'xfpa'x)

~-ax'Bxf(3x'Axf2(a'x)(b'x)
-~2~a'X6f2(x'BXa~{-x'AXb)-~trAXBX

u
a(3 ab' f(i a' (a'~b') D„ ~

x abfQa aBi-aAfab'-}.ba' (a'~B-f-b'0A)D„ x
D~(a[~b) DÁ(at~Bf60A) D~(A~B)D„ v(X)
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The first result now follows from ( 12) and (13), the symmetry of all matrices
concerned and the fact that

(v(Xi))'-(~, X, (v(X))').

By letting A~- B t- I„ t 1, we obtain as a special case of (10):

(l4) D~t~ D~t~-~

and hence

1 0 0

0 2I„ 0
0 0 D~ D„

1 0 0

(15) (D~t1 D~.1)-'- 0 ~ Ip 0

0 0 (D~ D„) -'

Pre-and postmultiplying (10) by (15) yields (11) using (5). p

I LEMA1A 6: Let

b' ~
A '

where A is an n x n matrix ( not necessarily symmetric), a and 6 are n x 1
vectors and a is a scalar. Then

a
D~t, vecA1- a~-b

D~ vec A

a

D„t 1 vec A, - ~(a f b)

D„ vec A

Proof We have, using (6),

D,,, vecA~-v(A1-fAí-dgAl)
a a a a

- a ~- b - 0 - a~- b .
v(A) v(A') v(dgA) D~ vec A

Also, using (15),

1 0 0
a

vec A~- 0 1 I„ 0 a f b
2 DÁ vec A

0 0 (D~ D„)-'

1
a

- 2(atb)

D„ vec A
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CoRO~LnRY 7: Let A be an n xp matrix and 6 a p x I vector. Then

b' b' b' b
D~t, A - A, D;, A - ~ A ,

0, Os 0,
02

where 0, and OZ denote null matrices of orders n(n-F 1) xp and

2 n(n-~ l) xp respectively.

Yroof.. Let (3; be the ith component of b and let a; be the ith column of
A(i- 1, ..., p). Define the (n-1- 1) x(nf 1) matrice

; ~,
C;- á ~~ (i-1,...,P).

i

Then, using Lemma 6,

R~ a; 1
vec C; - a; D~ t, vec Ct - a; ~, D„t 1 vec C; -(

.~, n.

for i- 1, ..., p, and the result follows from the fact that

b'
A -(vec C„ vec CZ, ..., vec Cp). p
0,

0 ~
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APPENDIX 2

The Asymptotic Information Matrix

We consider the model
(16) y-ZSofuo

(17) Y-XTIofVo

where So and IIo denote the true ( but unknown) values of the parameter
vector S and parameter matrix II to be estimated. We partition

7t-(Xi, XZ), Z-(Y, Xi),

n-(ní, Rí)~, S-(á, a~)~.

The orders of X I and Y are T x K1 and T x N respectively. We assume
that

(i) X, and X2 are nonrandom "fixed" matrices such that X' Xjf tends
to a positive definite matrix . ,lfXx as T-. oo;

(ii) plim (X' uo~T) -0, plim (X' Vo~T) -t7;

(iii) TIZO has full column-rank; and

(iv) the T rows of (uo, Vo) are i. i. d. N ( 0, `Yo), where `Yo (positive definite)
is the true value of

Defining u-u(S)-y-ZS, V-V(II)-Y-XII, and W-(u, V), we obtain
the log-likelihood function

(19) ~P - ~P (S, n, ~) - Const. - ( T~2) log ~ `Y I - 2 tr W `Y -' W',

where n- vec TI and ~- u(`Y), and its first and second differentials

d~--(T~2) tr`}`-'dY'-~ 2 trWY'-`(d`Y)`Y-' W'

(20)
- tr W `Y - ' (dW)'

dZ:~-(T~2) trY'-'(d`Y)`I~-`d`Y

-trW `Y-`(d`I')`i'-' (d`Y)`Y-'W'

t 2 tr W `Y-' (d`Y) !Y -' (dW)' - tr (dW) `P -' (dW)',

using the (obvious) facts that both `f' and W are (ineur in the parameters,
so that dZ `Y-0 and dZ W-O. We clearly have

plim Wó Wo~T-`I'o,
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whcre Wo-(uo, Vo), and also, since dW- -(ZdS, XdTI),

plim (dW)' Wo~T-
-((dS)' E' `Yo

~

and

plim(dW)'(dW)~T-r (dS)'..lfzZdS (dS)'.,lfzX(dII)~

`(dn)' ~xz dS (dIT)' ~xx (dn)

whcre E denotes the (N f 1) x(N f K1) matrix

(21) E-~ A A~
`IN A

and .!z!zz-plim(1~T)Z'Z, .~llxz-plim(1~T)X'Z, and
.,ffzX - plim (1~T) Z' X. Hence, writing the inverse of `Y as

(22) ~- 1 1 -A~~-ii-
~Z -s~-le ,~Zn-ltn-lAA'n-' '

where r1Z-a2-A'S2-' A, and letting e denote the (N-i-1) x 1 vector
(1, 0, . . , 0)', we obtain

-plim(1~T)d2 -`~(So, no, ~0)-(1~2) tr`Yó'(dY')`Yó'(d`Y)

T L ~dU" L' ~4,~'~ ~T -' el J l I 0

t( l ~~l ó) (dS)' ~zz dS

-(2ITló) Aó ~0 1 (dn)' ~xzdS

f(ll~ló) tr(~ló~o'

-~ S2o ' Ao Aó ~0 1) (dn)' ~xx dII

-( l l2) (dU (`Y))' ~ív t i( `Yo' ~`Yo ') DN f i du (~)
f 2 (dS)' (e' `I'o ' B E') Drv t i dv (`Y)
f (l~rla) (dS)'.,61zZdS

-(2lrl ó) (dS)' (Aó i2ó ' p..~lz~ d vec II

f(1ITló)(d vec II)'[(rlo~o'-f-S2o' AoAó~o')
~rlfxx)d vec II,

using the defining property (4) of the duplication matrix. The asymptotic
information matrix is therefore

Iss Ibrt Isy
(23) I - Irts Inrt A

Iys O Iyy

where
(24)
(25)

Isa - (1~Tló) ~zz
I.rt -(1 I~1 ó) (~l ó~0 1 f í2o ' Ao Aó ~o ')B~xx

0
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(26) Iyy-( ~I2) DNt I(`Yo'~`~o') DNt I

(27) IaR - - ( llTló) eó ~o ' ~~zx

(28) Is~-(e~ ~`o'~E~) DNt I.

We notice that the asymptotic information matrix given above corresponds
to SMITH [1983, equation (5)] or SMITH [1985, equation (3)] except that Ió,~
has the wrong sign in Smith's formulae. We see this immediately if we
write

Ib~- ~ Ia~ 1
Iay J

and note from (28) that

(29) Ia~-[e~`~o'~(~~ Irv)]~NtI, I~~,-O.
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APPENDIX 3

The Asymptotic Covariance Matrix of S

The asymptotic covariance matrix is the inverse of the asympto[ic infor-
mation matrix. We have from (23)

Iss Is~

( 30) I -' - I"s I""
I~s Iy`

with

(31) Iss-(Iss-IsnIRx1I,~s-Is~Iy~ Iys)-i
(32) Is" - - Iss Is. I,~xl
(33) Is`t - - Iss Is~v Iyy
( 34) I"" - I.R i f I„R i I~s Iss IsR Ln i
(35) In~ - Irtnr Ins Iss Isy Iyy
(36) I`~`~ - Iyy -1- Iy,~ Iys Iss Isy Iyy .

lhe asymptotic covariance matrix of ó is thus given by (3i). In order to
evaluate this expression we need some intermediary results:

I.,' -(~o -( I~6ó) Oo Oó)~.,Kxz

Isn I,~n' - -( llóó) Oó~.,lfzx ~xz

IsR IrtR' IRa - {( l~rló) -( l~aó) } ~zx ~xz ~xz

and also, using (9), (8) and (7),

Iy„~ -2DNt1(~0~~0)DNtI

Is~I~y -2(e ~E'`Yo)Driti

Isy Iy~v Iys -(e~ `Yo l e) E~ `~o E-(1ITló) E~ `Eo E,

since E' e- 0. Thus

(37) Iss-{(llTló)IPlim(1~T)Z'(IT-X(X'X)-1X')Z-E'`YoE]

f(I~aó)plim(1~T)Z'X(X'X)-'X'Z}-'

- 6ó (~zx ~xz ~xz) -1.

This gives the asymptotic covariance matrix of S and proves Proposition 3.
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APPENDIX 4

The Complete Asymptotic Covariance Matrix

Having determined Isa, we now proceed to obtain expressions for the
other blocks of the asymptotic covariance matrix I-` given in (30). We
define

Go -~zx ~xz ~xz- Plim (1~T) Z' X(X' X) -1 X' Z,

so that Isb - 6o Gá I, and partition

Gó`-

Then,

( GóY Góxl (GóY . Góx`)
`Gó' Y Gó' X' ~ -

IbR - ea~Gó ' .,lfzx ~zz ,

Ib~ - -2 aó (é~Go 1 E~ ~o) DNt i
-- 2 aó (Go I E~ `Yo : 0) Drit i
--2 aó (Gó Oo : GóY ~o : 0) DNt i

-- 2 aó ( GóY eo : 2GóY ~o :
0~

by Corollary 7,

I"" - ~o~~xz

-( l ~ao) eo eó~(~xz -~xz ~xz Go 1~zx ~xz),
I"~ -- Ix;, l I„a Ia~

- - 2 (Oo~ ~xz ~xz) ~ GóY eo : Z GóY ~o : 0 ~
- - 00~ { 2.,!!xz ~xz `GóY Oo : ~xz ~xz GóY ~o : 0 },

I~y - 2 DNt 1(~O~~o) DNt 1

i- 4 aó Dri t i(e~`I'o E) Go 1(é~E~ ~I'o) DN t i
-2 DNf i (w0~~0) DNt I

~ 4 60 DN t I(ee~~`I'o EGo 1 E~ ~o) Dri t i

aó ' 6ó eó (gó~gó) DN ~ ,

aó Oo 2(aó S2o f 80 9ó) (Oó~~o) DN

Dri (Oo~Oo) Dr}i (Oo~~o) Dr}i (~o~~o) Dri
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aeáGáYea Z eóGóYno 0
faó 2S2oGoYAo f2oGoYi2o 0

using Lemma 5 and the fact that

`YoEGó'E'`I'o- eoGoYeo eoGoY~oC ~oGó eo ~oGóY~o

Corresponding to the parametrization in terms of (S, vec II, 62, 6, v(S2))
we now write I-' as

Iss Isx
Ins I~R

I-'- IaZb Io2"
Ios Io,

with

0 0

Ibb-62G-1
0 0

Ib"-e00G0 1 `~ZX~XX

ibn2 ~ -2 ~ZY n
1 -- G U p V V V~

Iso - - aó GóY~o

I"~ - ~o0~xz -( I~aó) eo eó
~(~xz -~xz ~xzGo' ~zx~xz)

I~`2 -- 2 9o~~xz ~xz GóY eo
I"o- -Ao~~xz ~xzGóY~o
Ia2Q2-26óf4aó8óGóYeo

IQZ o- 2 6ó (eó f eó GóY ~o)
Ia2w-2(eóaea) DN'

Ioo - 6ó (~o f~o GóY~o) f eo eó

Io~-2(eó~~o) Dri
I"m - 2 Dn}i (~o~~o) DN ~.

The remaining blocks of I-' follow from its symmetry.

Remarks

I. Wi[hout difficulty we can show that

I
~xX ~XZ -

0 0

0

Illo IKtC n20 A ~
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2. Since the matrix .,Kxz -~xz ~xzGo' ~Kzx~Kxz is positive semidefi-
nite, we have

{ S2o -(1 ~ao) 6o eó } ~.,lf xz~ var ( vec TI) ~ S2oB~xz

Where B~ A mcans that A- B is positive semidefinite.

3. Clearly, S2 is asymptotically uncorrelated with S and TI.

4. The following three expressions for Góv are equivalenC

GóY -(plim (1 ~T) Y' X(X' X) -' X' Y

-plim(IIT)Y~X,(XíXt)-tXí~.]-`
GaY-[I7ó { lim(1~T)(X'X -(X'X1(Xí X~)-t Xí X) } IIo]-t

GóY-[nío{lim(1~T)Xz(I-Xt(XíXt)-tXí)Xz}nzo] t.

5. From the expression of I- t we can, of course, derive the asymptotic
variance or covariance matrices of subvectors or submatrices, e. g., the
asymptotic covariance matrix between ót and p, or the asymptotic variance
matrix of vec ÏIt. An interesting case was considered by SMiTH [1985] who
partitions e-(eí, 62)' and examines the Wald test for the hypothesis
Ho : 6ZO -0. For this he needs the asymptotic variance matrix of 62 which
we obtain as the appropriate submatrix of

us. var 9- 6ó (~o f~o GóY ~o) t eo eó.

SMITH [1985, equation ( 5)] gives the asymptotic variance of 8Z only under
Ho (where AZO-O). This does not, of course, effect the validity of his
Wald test, but it does explain the difference between his result and ours.
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